Heye Newsletter III, December 2015

INTRODUCTION
Dear customers and friends!

REVIEW 2015 – GLASS IS COMING
This year has been a record year in Heye’s history
concerning the number of projects. Usually the projects are

One year more comes to an

distributed regionally equally. However, this year the focus

end. We look back at a very

was on America. The Ardagh plant in Winchester has made

busy and successful year

a start with five IS-Machines in total. Further south followed

2015: Busy as we ran several

by SIVESA in Mexico with a high-performance line for beer

challenging projects. And

in Triple Gob. Brazil is the next station with two large

successful as I can confirm

projects in Estancia and in Rio de Janeiro. We will report

that in cooperation with you

more in January - You may be curious!

we have made an good job!

Argentina completes the picture in the South. Here we

Many thanks for your

brought into operation several lines at Cattorini / Rigolleau.

confidence!

One highlight in Europe was the Ardagh plant in Gostyn,
with three IS-Machines, one of them in Triple Gob.

As time flies I hope you can
spend some calm and
reflective days with your
family and friends
considering what already
Abraham Lincoln confessed:
„In the end, it's not the years
in your life that count. It's the
life in your years.“
Yours,
Dirk Pörtner

HEYE APPOINTS COLD END SERVICE PARTNER IN
USA
Heye International has named Gen-In LLC (www.genin.com) as its exclusive service partner for Cold End
products in the USA. Based at Largo, Florida, Gen-In LLC
offers a range of Cold End inspection solutions and services
for the container glass industry specializing in upgrades and
retrofits to existing inspection equipment. With a
comprehensive experience in the container glass, food and
beverage industry, the company supports Heye with
supervision, installation, commissioning and training for
Message in a Bottle

machines commissioned in North America. It is also visiting

BLACK FOREST CAKE IN

customers to perform maintenance routines and repairs.

GLASS
You want to enjoy a little

Heye International’s HiSHIELD Cold End solutions deliver a

piece of black forest cake but

complete range of advanced hardware and software for

do not feel like baking a huge

container glass quality control. This includes the

tart? Just try this recipe! It

company’s SmartLine on-line inspection equipment,

can be done easily and

the HiSHIELD Plant Management System for process

doesn't take up much time.

monitoring and information integration between the Hot and

Put some additional

Cold end of the glassworks, Heye quality control software

cinnamon into the sponge or

for the statistical quality control of containers and retrofit

the cherry mix to get a

solutions for many existing inspection machines.

Christmas touch. Bon appetit!
Click here for recipe
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